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ABSTRACT 
A general review of the thermohydraullc research activity of CRIP 

is given. The research work is mainly concerned with problems of pressur
ized water type reactors. The most important results of the work were the 
construction of the High Pressure Water Cooled Loop /NVH/ and the develop
ment of the reactor thermohydraulic program system. Several Interesting 
theoretic->1 and theoretical-numerical results complete the picture. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
В статье приведен короткий обзор о теплогидравлических исследова

ниях связанных с водо-водяными реакторами "под давлением", проводимых в 
ЦИФИ. Основными результатами работы являются создание стенда NVH для теп
логидравлических экспериментов и разработка системы программ на ЭВМ для 
теплогидравлических расчетов. Приведен ряд интересных теоретических и тео
ретико-численных результатов. 

KIVONAT 
A KFKI-ban folyó és a nyomottvizus reaktorok vizsgálatával kapcso

latos termohidraullkal kutatások rövid összefoglalását adja a cikk. A kuta
tások legfontosabb eredménye az NVH termohidraullkal kísérleti berendezés 
létrehozása és a számítógépes programrendszer kifejlesztése volt. Számos ét 
dekes elméleti és elméleti-numerikus eredmén^ egészíti ki a képet. 



The thermohydraulic investigation of water-cooled power re
actors started in 197о at the Central Research Institute 
for Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The research 
project is mainly concerned with problems of pressurized water 
type reactors. The present investigations were preceded by a 
ten year experience in heat transfer problems of reactors with 
different coolants. 

The thermohydraulic research programme of water-cooled power 
reactors was initiated at the CRIP at a time when all over the 
world, the development of third generation reactors was under 
way. The main characteristics of those reactors are: high pow
er units Дооо-15оо Ш / and high volumetric power. The So
viet type of this line is the WER-looo reactor. In starting 
the research programme at the CRIP it was a decisive factor 
that it could significantly contribute to the Hungarian nucle
ar power programme on the one hand and to the development work 
of the VYER-looo on the other; this latter being performed 
in cooperation among COMECON countries. 

The above aims determined the character and means of the re
search vrork: the thermohydraulic research programme at the 
CRIP is partly of applied, partly of development nature. The 
latter implies that the experimental programme is to be car
ried out on lil test facilities and coolant conditions are 
to agree with the core parameters of power reactorn. The na-
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ture of the research programme also implies that, because of 
the high parameters, modern experimental facilities are very 
expensive,especially if they are to be used for several dif
ferent problems. 

It is an important feature of the thermohydraulic research 
work for the development of third generation reactors that 
instead of global calculations and experiments the fine anal
ysis of the processes has to bo carried out. These tasks call 
for the development of experimental techniques and for the rcore 
detailed theoretical foundation of the phenomena. 

A further characteristic of the research project is that it 
can only be successful in international cooperation. 

It follows from v/hat has been mentioned before that a modern 
high speed computer and эл experimental facility of adequate ^ 
size and thermal parameters is of crucial importance for this 

i type of work. At the CHIP experimental investigationb have ^ 
been rendered possible by the construction of the NVH thermo
hydraulic loop - it could even be said that this experimental 
facility v/as one of the most important results of the past 
years. Another significant aohie\rement was the development of 
the re.'ictor thermohydraulic program system. Several interest
ing theoretical or theoretical-numerical results complete the 
picture of the past years. 

In the following we can give only a short summary of the 
results. 
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1. Theoretical investigations 

1.1 Velocity and temperature distribution 

In single phase flow the exact knowledge of velocity 
and temperature distributions is important first of 
all in view of coolant mixing investigations. Ihe meth
ods used to determine velocity and temperature distribu
tions for usual geometries /universal velocity profile 
and temperature profile deduced from it/ are in general 
not sufficient to serve as a basis for heat- and mass-
transport investigations in complex geometries like re
actor coolant channels. Since the detailed analysis of 
reactor cores needs the investigation of the processes 
0"i subchannel level, several papers dealing v/ith this 
problem have been published during the past years. 

In our work we started from the results published by 
Spalding [l] . lie produced solutions for the velocity 
distribution for steady-state, axloymmetric flows, these 
solutions being in rather general form. The Reynolds 
equations - with the only simplifying assumption of ro
tational symmetry - serve as a starting point for his 
investigations and they are transformed to a form, for 
which he has developed a special numerical method. In 
our investigations we made use of this numerical method 
that has been incorporated to the computer code VEbTEI'IP-I 
[2]. 

1.2 Void distribution 

The exact knowledge of void distribution in reactor cores 
is of crucial importance because of its effect on both re
actor -physical and thermohydraulical processes. Bowring 
[3] was one of the first to develop a calculational mo
del based on experiments. Also Zuber [4] and Levy [3] 
prodiaced theoretical void models just to mention some of 
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the most s ign i f icant at tempts. According to our exper i 
ence [б] these th ree models show an agreement with expe
riments to an extent that is suff ic ient in planning 
t h i s being t rue f i r s t of a l l for lower pressures and high 
vo id- f rac t ions . The accuracy of the ca lcu la t ion i s g rea t 
ly influenced by the exact knowledge of s l i p - r a t i o and 
the empirical constants of the models. Another problem 
i s the incipience of boi l ing , i . e . the evaluation of the 
point where the f i r s t vapour bubble appears. 

To eliminate the deficiencies of the above models a new 
one has been developed at the CRIP (У] . Some r e s u l t s 
are shown in F ig . 1 . This model gives good agreement v/ith 
experimental r e s u l t s that could be found in the open l i 
t e ra tu re and one of i t s ma.-jor advantages is the fact tha t 
few empirical constants are needed. 

By the above models the void-d is t r ibut ion along the cool
ant channel can be ca lcu la ted . However, as mentioned a-
bove, the s p a t i a l d i s t r ibu t ion of void in the reactor 
core i s also important. Using the Focker-Planck equations 
a d i f f e ren t i a l equation of the diffusion type has been 
derived and a computer code has been wr i t t en , t ha t can 
ca lcula te the amount of void in any point of the core . 

,ie considor these r e su l t s as important t heo re t i c a l achieve 
meats of the past years . At present the i r comparison with 
our own experiments is under way. 

1.3 Two-phase pressure drop 

The determination of the pressure drop in two-phase flow 
i s one of the oldest problems in thermohydraulics and 
t h i s problem has not been solved ye t . The f i r s t success
ful approach datew from 1943: the ' -raphico-analytical 
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method proposed by Martinelli and Nelson fe^ has been 
used with variable success in reactor planning. In the 
course of the re.-», с tor research programme of different 
countries several slightly modified versions of the Mar
tinelli -Nelson method have been proposed none of them 
changing its essential feature. The second group of ef
forts to solve the problem consists of purely empirical 
correlations. 

As a result of investigations in this field a theoreti
cal expression for the two-phase friction factor multi
plier has been deduced at the CRIP starting from a se-
mihomogeneous model [9] • It has been found that the 
friction factor multiplier based on the homogeneous flow 
model has to be complemented by two additional terms: 
one accounting for the momentum difference between homo
geneous and real two-phase flow, the other representing 
the momentum fraction of relative steam motion. Figure 2 
shows a comparison of the computations with experiments. 

1.4 lieactor transients 

The purpose of our investigations concerning transient 
phenomena is tv/of old. One part of the efforts deals with 
the development and adapting of computer codes that can 
describe the transient processes arising either from 
normal operation or from malfunction of a reactor compo
nent. Figure 3 shows an example of such a calculation for 
the WER-440 reactor. 

The second line is the theorotic.il one: here the analyt
ical-numerical investigation of a single rod and a cool
ant channel has yielded valuable results for the case, 
when coolant inlet temperature or power varies with time 
[loj . Tho coupled rod-coolant probier, is reived by urán-;: 
the Laplace transformation; temperature responses in the 

http://theorotic.il
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time domain are obtained by numerical integration. Since 
for the latter the transfer characteristics are needed 
they have been investigated in detail. Concerning the 
sink structure of the transfer characteristics it has 
been established that - for a system of given geometry -
the sinks lie in a limited frequency range depending on 
wall and fluid properties. The typical behaviour of the 
transfer characteristics is represented by Fig. 4. 

1.5 Critical heat flux 

At the CHIP detailed investigations were carried out 
for CRT calculations [ll] . The main purpose of these 
investigations was to establish the correlations that 
would be the most reliable in predicting the boiling 
crisis in WER-type reactors. Our conclusion was that 
- in rod bundle approximation - it was the Osmatchkin 
equation that most closely reproduced the experimental 
data. /Pig. 5/ Coir other aim was to ascertain whether 
the method coupled to subchannel analysis could be used 
for CHP calculation. In this method a CHF correlation 
developed for simple geometries is used and the neces
sary local coolant properties are produced by a sub-
спглпе1 analysis code. It has been found that this lat
ter method reproduced the experimental results with 
higher accuracy than did tne former one., rto^ever some 
additional experimental and computational proves are 
needed before this method could safely be proposed. 
Figure 6 shows an example of the calculations. In the 
computations the empirical correlation proposed by 
Becker [12] for pressures over loo ata was used, while 
subchannel results were obtained by the COBRA-IT ./OKI 
code. 
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2. Theoretical-numerical research 

2.1 Program system - the thermohydraulic model of the re
actor 

One of tie most important achievements of the past years 
was the accomplishment of the reactor thermohydraulic 
model, the program г-ystem. In Pig. 7 the simplified 
scheme of the system is shown. It can be seen that the 
program system can handle both steady state and transi
ent processes. However, the transients should be rela
tively slow: the system is not able to calculate the 
phenomena following a break in the primary circuit. The 
model is built up in a way that it allows the calcula
tion of я reactor in three steps. First, an overall cal
culation of the reactor core on "assembly level" is exe
cuted. That gives average results for the reactor chan
nels. As a second step these channels are subdivided in
to subchannels and the calculation proceeds on "subchan
nel level". Finally, from the subchannel properties the 
tamperature distribution of the fuel rods can be deter
mined . 

Let us now consider the ÍERF code: it performs the core 
calculation on "assembly level", i.e. it calculates the 
steady state coolant mass flow rate and enthalpy along 
several channels taking into account the effect of trans 
versal flow between adjacent fuel assemblies across the 
perforated shroud. As an example Fig.8 presents the re
sults of a calculation for the WER-looo reactor. In the 
lower half of the figure the minimal symmetric part of 
the core is shown, whereas in the upper half the outlet 
coolant enthalpy is plotted against shroud perforation, 
at nominal reactor conditions. Figure 9 shows one of the 
results obtained by the computer code С0ВИА-11ДЖ1: the 
relative outlet enthalpies calculated for a WEH-looo 
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fuel assembly. Figure lo presents the results obtained 

by the FOURIER program, v/hereas BIOT-calculations of a 

WER-440 fuel pin with and without gas gap are plotted 

in Pig. 11 . 

2»2 Coupled reactordynamics 

For practical reasons the physical processes in a reac

tor core can be devided into two parts: one being de

scribed by the reactor-physical the other by the thermo-

hydxaulic model. In both models several computer prog

rams with different tasks are coupled to a progx-am sys

tem: the available capacity of digital computers does 

not allow the detailed analysis of the problems in an

other way. However, the physical processes in a reactor 

form an integral whole and globally they can be described 

by so-called coupled neutronic-thermohydraulic codes 

making use of the experiences obtained from the separate 

analysis of both models. On the basis of several years 

of experience in the field also one of the research teams 

at the CRIP deals with this problem. The tasks and prob

lems in the field have been summarized in £l3j and [14] . 

The computer code being developed at the CHIP handles 

the neutron kinetics in one dimensional approximation 

while the so-called "few channel" approach is used for 

the thermohydraulics. One crucial point in the develop

ment of a coupled program is the choice of the numerical 

scheme, another being the coupling of the reactor-physi

cal and the thermohydraulic parts. In the program de

scribed in [14J this coupling is accomplished by using 

up to third order polynomial approximations for the de

pendence of group constants on average fuel temperature, 

moderator temperature and moderator density. To this nnel, 
iir;,írí;- tV; rhetor [H; rr;:i'•"••Л ??го'"Г1тн nystf?n n .field of 
group constants '-г!.:". ••'•:'.)'..v-.leO. in.tho pnra,r.el or ranges of 
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interest. This field was approximated by several dif
ferent polynomials for each group constant and the most 
suitable has been chosen for use in the coupled program 
1I5J . To give a vague idea of the amount of work this 
process implied, it can be mentioned that the computer 
time consumption for this task amounted to about 12o 
nonrn on CKII's ICL-I905. 

2.3 Accident analysis 

Keactor accident analysis - first of all the investiga
tion of Iocs of coolant accident:- - forms an important 
part of reactor thermohydraulies. iiesearch projects in 
this field have been run for some years all over the 
world. One of the major results of these efforts to be 
foun' in the open literature v/as the development of the 
KELAP and liliUCH program "families" that can calculate a 
whole series of phenomena during LOCA. To test the com
puter calculations experi?:cnts are needed that are ex
ceedingly expensive: the experimental facility should 
model the whole primary circuit and some of the problems 
need special instrumentation and measuring techniques. 
Also in the theoretical description of LOCA different 
problems are encountered. Just to mention a few there 
are difficulties in the calculation of critical two-phase 
flow and of vapour formation due to a sudden drop in sys
tem pressure as well as in the description of the heat 
transfer crisis in transients fl6j . 

Our possibilities to produce valuable results in this 
field are twofold. Cno way would be to adapt some prog
rams »ii e iíELAí or BIv'-'CII for WER conditions that would 
enable us to calculate the processes fairly well in the 
reactors of our interest. However, as we have seen, se
veral phenomena still need deeper theoretical foundation 
and experimental investigation. v/e regard this second 
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line more important- in our work. To this end wo plan 
to carry i"lit experiments - in the first instance with 
annular geometry - for the better mid erstand in-; of the 
basic processes, i'or the interpretation of measurements 
a computer program is being developed. It is based on 
the time dependent conservation equations in one dimen
sion that include also the terms accountin " for acoustic 
phenomena. Two phase flow is handled at present by the 
homogeneous model. For the numerical solution an implic
it method is used that allows large time steps for long 
term calculations, farther improvements of the pro"ram 
include the application of slip flow, the handli ir; o r 

two-phase flo.7-.rate through the break by Moody's model 
and the completion of the system by an additional equa
tion describing fuel behaviour. It is important to know 
how the calculations can he checked against experiment.:--. 
Such comparisons can be carried out at the following 
points: pressure variation álon*"- the test sect/on in 
time and pressure pulse propagation; the amount о Г fluid 
lost through the break; time of flow reversal; time and 
spot of the first appearance of heat transfer crisis ':c 
well as its propagation along the core; temperature his
tory of heater rods etc. F'i'-nre 1? shows the tes.i sec
tion pressure drop .following a rise"' outlet broach as 
obtained, by experiment and calculation at GI3E. Against 
these values our own calculational result,:', 'nave been 
plotted. 

3• Experimental investigations and test facilities 

3.1 The I-iVII test facility 

The working parameters of the ilVH therrnohydraulic .,ost 
facility /Fig..L3./ were fixed with regard of the aims 
mentioned in the Introduction and of the possibilities: 
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Pressure: 16o kp/cm 
Temperature: 350 °C 
Power to tfcst sections: 2 JC l,o5 Ш 
Power to preheater: 0.2 MW 
Coolant flow rate: 35-70 m 3/h 
Pump head: 12o-6o m 

These maximum parameters allow of the following in
vestigations : 

p - The pressure of 16o kp/cm renders it possible to 2 investigate both the WER-44o reactor /125 kp/cm / 
that is under construction in Hungary end the ther-2 moii/draulic problems of the WER-looo /16o kp/cnr/« 

- The maximum flow rate is sufficient for experiments 
with bundles consisting of about 4o rods. 

- The heating power is the limiting factor in CHP ex
periments: e.g. the number of full size rods is li
mited to 7 in the case of WER-looo. With shorter 
lengths the number of rods can be increased e.g. to 
19 for half size rods. 

3.2 NYH-E test facility 

This experimental loop is of small size and low para
meters /compared to the NTH/. Maximum temperature is 
limited to 25o °C, pressure to 3o kp/cm and the avail
able heating power is 16o kW. Our aimes in constructing 
the ШГН-Е were twofold: on one hand to test measurement 
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techniques to be used on the NVH and, on the other, to 
carry out basic thermohydraulic experiments. Because of 
the low parameters and the simple layout its operation 
is very simple. 

3*3 Test sections 

In planning the layout of the NVH it was regarded as a 
principal requirement that test sections of different 
type could be used in the loop. From Pig. 13 it is evi
dent that the KVH is built up of practically three loops. 
One serves for rod bundle experiments in adiabatic, a 
second in diabatic conditions, while a third line can 
accomodate test sections of simple geometry. 

As an example a 7-rod test section is shown in Pig. 14. 
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FIG. 2. 

TWO PHASE MULTIPLIER AGAINST QUALITY! A COMPARISON 

OF EXPERIMENTS WITH THE CALCULATION. 
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FIG. 6. 

MEASURED AND CALCULATED CHF RESULTS. 

BECKER CORRELATION WITH SUBCHANNEL ANALYSIS, 
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FIG. 13. 
. NVH FLOW DIAGRAM 

1-PUMP 
2-DON EXCHANGER 
3-MECHANICAL FILTER 
4-PREHEATER 
5-FLOW METER 
6-HEATED TEST SECTION 
7-1-ROD TEST SECTION 
8-3SOTHERMAL TEST SECTION 
9-PRESSURIZER 

10-MIXING CHAMBER 
11-HEAT EXCHANGER 
12-FLOW METER 
13-COOLER 
14-STEAM GENERATOR 
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FIG. 14. 

TEST SECTION WITH A 7-ROD BUNDLE 
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